A component mounter mounting head holding device for detachably holding a mounting head 12 to a head holding section 11 of a component munter comprising: pin to be engaged 17 provided on connection section 15 for head holding section 11 of mounting head 12; engaging member 13 provided on head holding section 11 which moves between an engagement position for holding mounting head 12 in which engaging member 13 is engaged with pin to be engaged 17 and a release position in which engaging member 13 is separated from the pin to be engaged 17; and air cylinder 18 provided on head holding section 11 which is the power source for moving engaging member 13 between the engagement position and the release position. When attaching/detaching mounting head 12 to/from head holding section 11, head holding section 11 is rotated to a position in which engaging member 13 can pass by the side of pin to be engaged 17.
Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a component mounter mounting head holding device which detachably holds a mounting head for mounting components on a circuit board to a head holding section of a component mounter.

Background Art

[0002] The component mounter given in patent literature 1 (Japanese Patent Publication Number 4546857) comprises a mounting head holding multiple suction nozzles, wherein the mounting head is attached and held to a head holding section of a component mounter using negative air pressure in order to be capable of being automatically exchanged according to circumstances such as the type, shape, and size of components.
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Patent Literature


Summary of Invention

Problem to be Solved by the Invention

[0004] The speed of recent component mounters continues to increase more and more in order to enhance productivity, and the inertial force acting on mounting heads during operation of component mounters is getting larger. Due to this, as in patent literature 1, with configurations which attach and hold mounting heads to the head holding section of a component mounter with negative air pressure, the holding force of the mounting head is insufficient, so the mounting head may slip on the attachment surface of the head holding section while the component mounter is operating causing the position to deviate so that component pickup defects or mounting defects occur, or the mounting head may fall off.

[0005] Therefore, the object of the present invention is a component mounter mounting head holding device which prevents a mounting head that is detachably held to a head holding section of a component mounter from deviating positionally or falling off.

Means for Solving the Problem

[0006] To solve the above problem, the present invention is a component mounter mounting head holding device for detachably holding a mounting head which mounts components to a circuit board to a head holding section of a component mounter, comprising: a member to be engaged provided on the connecting section for the head holding section of the mounting head; an engaging member provided on the head holding section which moves between an engagement position for holding the mounting head in which the engaging member is engaged with the member to be engaged and a release position in which the engaging member is separated from the member to be engaged; and an air cylinder provided on the head holding section which is the power source for moving the engaging member between the engagement position and the release position. With this configuration, a mounting head can be held mechanically on the head holding section by the engaging member of the head holding section being engaged with the member to be engaged, the holding power of the mounting head can be increased more than conventional negative pressure attachment power, and it is possible to prevent a mounting head which is detachably held to the head holding section from deviating positionally or falling off.

[0007] Here, it is preferable to form the engaging member of the head holding section in an L-shape or J-shape which holds the member to be engaged of the mounting head by hooking it from underneath.

[0008] Also, the engaging member may be provided on the head holding section so that it is capable of being moved up and down with the uppermost position and lowermost position of that movement stroke being the engagement position and release position respectively. With this configuration, when attaching/detaching the mounting head to/from the head holding section, if the respective positions of the head holding section and the mounting head are not shifted, it is not possible for the engaging member of the head holding section to pass by the side of the member to be engaged of the mounting head. Because the head holding section of a component mounter is generally configured to be capable of being rotated around its center axis (Z axis) by a rotating mechanism, if that rotating mechanism is used, the respective positions of the head holding section and the mounting head can be shifted and the mounting head can be attached/detached to/from the head holding section.

[0009] Specifically, when attaching a mounting head to the head holding section, it is acceptable, together with holding the engaging member in the release position using an air cylinder and having the head holding section rotated to a position in which the engaging member can pass by the side of the member to be engaged, to lower the head holding section so that it is face-to-face with the mounting head, and then, by raising the engaging member to the engagement position using the air cylinder after rotating the head holding section so that the lower section of the engaging member is below the member to be engaged, engaging the engaging member with the member to be engaged and attaching the mounting head to the head holding section. Conversely, when detachting a mounting head from the head holding section, it is acceptable to rotate the head holding section to a position...
in which the engaging member can pass by the side of the member to be engaged after lowering the engaging member to the release position using an air cylinder, and then detach the mounting head from the head holding section by raising the head holding section.

Alternatively, the configuration may be such that the engaging member is provided on the head holding section so that it is capable of being rotated around a rotating axis, with one direction position of that rotation stroke and another direction position thereof being the engagement position and release position respectively. With this configuration, when attaching/detaching the mounting head to/from the head holding section, even if the respective positions of the head holding section and the mounting head are not shifted, if the engaging member of the head holding section is held in a state rotated to the release position, it is possible for the engaging member of the head holding section to pass by the side of the member to be engaged of the mounting head, and the mounting head can be attached/detached.

With this configuration it is acceptable, when attaching a mounting head to the head holding section, with the engaging member in a state rotated to and held in the release position using an air cylinder, after lowering the head holding section so that it is face-to-face with the mounting head, for the engaging member to be engaged with the member to be engaged and the mounting head to be attached to the head holding section by rotating the engaging member to the engagement position using the air cylinder. Conversely, when detaching a mounting head from the head holding section, it is acceptable to detach the mounting head from the head holding section by raising the head holding section after rotating the engaging member to the release position using an air cylinder.

Also, for the present invention, it is also preferable to provide an elastic member for biasing the engaging member in the engagement position direction on the head holding section. By doing this, the power of the air cylinder used to hold the engaging member and the member to be engaged in an engaged state can be supplemented by the elastic force of the elastic member and the holding capacity of the mounting head can be enhanced.

Further, the mounting head which is detachably held to a head holding section may be a rotary head with multiple suction nozzles for picking up components arranged in a circumferential direction at predetermined intervals, a mounting head with only one large suction nozzle attached, or a mounting head with a chuck for grabbing components attached.

Description of Embodiments

The following describes two modes for carrying out the invention, embodiment 1 and embodiment 2.

Embodiment 1

This describes embodiment 1 of the present invention based on FIG. 1 to FIG. 6. Multiple (for example, four) engaging members 13 for detachably engaging and holding mounting head 12 (refer to FIG. 2) are provided movably in the up/down direction on head holding section 11 of the component mounter. Although not shown in the figures, head holding section 11 is configured such that, as well as being capable of being moved in the XYZ directions by an XYZ moving mechanism, is capable of
Multiple engaging members 13 are formed respectively as L-shapes or J-shapes and are arranged at even intervals in a circumferential direction with the center axis (Z axis) of head holding section 11 as the center, and the direction of claw section 13a of each engaging member 13 is arranged so as to be facing in the same direction as the normal rotational direction (or the reverse rotational direction) of head holding section 11.

As shown in FIG. 2, multiple elongated holes 16 are formed at even intervals in a circumferential direction on connecting section 15 for the head holding section 11 of mounting head 12 in order for each engaging member 13 of head holding section 11 to pass through, and pin to be engaged 17 which is a member to be engaged that is engaged by claw section 13a of engaging member 13 is fixedly penetrating on one side of each elongated hole 16 in the radial direction of mounting head 12. To the side of pin to be engaged 17 of each elongated hole 16, a gap is maintained so that engaging member 13 can pass by in the up/down direction.

As shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 5, air cylinders 18 for moving each engaging member 13 respectively in the up/down direction are provided close to each engaging member 13 of head holding section 11. Engaging member 13 is connected via arm 20 to piston 19 of each air cylinder 18, piston 19 is moved up/down and engaging member 13 moves in the up/down direction, and the uppermost position and lowermost position of that movement stroke are the engagement position and release position respectively.

As shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, when engaging member 13 is raised to the engagement position, mounting head 12 is in a held state by claw section 13a of engaging member 13 hooking from the underneath pin to be engaged 17. Conversely, as shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, when engaging member 13 is lowered from the engagement position to the release position, claw section 13a of engaging member 13 moves under pin to be engaged 17 and the engagement is released.

Spring 21 (elastic member) such as a compression coil spring for biasing piston 19 in the up direction which is the engagement position direction is provided below piston 19 of each air cylinder 18. Further, it is acceptable to provide the elastic member such as a spring for biasing engaging member 13 in the engagement position direction close to engaging member 13. The space above and the space below piston 19 of each air cylinder 18 are respectively configured such that it is possible to switch between a state connected to a compressed air supply system for supplying compressed air and a state connected to an exhaust system for exhausting air.

If compressed air is supplied to the space below piston 19 of air cylinder 18 with the space above piston 19 in a state connected to an exhaust system, as shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, piston 19 is pushed up by the pressure of the compressed air and the elastic force of spring 21 such that engaging member 13 rises to the engagement position. And, if compressed air is supplied to the space above piston 19 with the space below piston 19 in a state connected to an exhaust system, as shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, piston 19 is pushed down against the elastic force of spring 21 by the pressure of the compressed air such that engaging member 13 lowers to the release position.

Further, the configuration may be such that negative pressure (vacuum pressure) is supplied instead of compressed air to the space above and the space below piston 19 of each air cylinder 18, in which case it is acceptable to supply negative pressure to the space above piston 19 when raising engaging member 13 to the engagement position and to supply negative pressure to the space below piston 19 when lowering engaging member 13 to the release position.

Next, the following describes the usage method of the mounting head holding device of the above configuration. When attaching mounting head 12 to head holding section 11, together with moving head holding section 11 above mounting head 12 loaded in the mounting head exchange station of the component mounter, piston 19 of air cylinder 18 is pushed down against the elastic force of spring 21 such that engaging member 13 is held in a state lowered to the release position, and head holding section 11 is rotated to a position in which it is possible for claw section 13a of engaging member 13 to pass by the side of pin to be engaged 17. In this state, after lowering head holding section 11 to be facing mounting head 12 with claw section 13a of engaging member 13 lowered to be lower than pin to be engaged 17, head holding section 11 is rotated and, as shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, claw section 13a of engaging member 13 is made to be in a position below pin to be engaged 17. After this, as shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, claw section 13a of engaging member 13 is engaged with pin 17 to be engaged by raising piston 19 of air cylinder 18 and raising engaging member 13 to the engagement position. By this, mounting head 12 becomes attached to head holding section 11.

Conversely, when detaching mounting head 12 from head holding section 11, after moving head holding section 11 above mounting head exchange station and loading mounting head 12 held by head holding section 11 into the mounting head exchange station, as shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, piston 19 of air cylinder 18 is pushed down against the elastic force of spring 21 such that engaging member 13 is lowered to the release position and claw section 13a of engaging member 13 is made to be separated from pin to be engaged 17 on the lower side. In this state, head holding section 11 is raised after head holding section 11 is rotated to a position in which engaging member 13 can pass by the side of pin to be
engaged 17. By this, mounting head 12 is detached from head holding section 11 and remains in the mounting head exchange station.

With embodiment 1 described above, because the configuration is such that mounting head 12 is held mechanically on head holding section 11 by engaging member 13 of head holding section 11 being engaged with pin to be engaged 17 of mounting head 12, the holding power of mounting head 12 can be increased more than conventional negative pressure attachment power, and it is possible to prevent mounting head 12 which is detachably held to head holding section 11 from deviating positionally or falling off even when electricity is not being supplied.

Embodiment 2

Next, this describes embodiment 2 of the present invention based on FIG. 7 to FIG. 11. However, for sections which are practically the same as embodiment 1, the same symbols are used and explanations are omitted or abbreviated, with the sections which are largely different being described.

In embodiment 1 above, the configuration was such that multiple engaging members 13 were provided on head holding section 11 capable of being moved up and down, but with embodiment 2 shown in FIG. 7 to FIG. 11, multiple engaging members 31 are provided on head holding section 11 capable of being rotated in a perpendicular direction to pin to be engaged 17 via rotational axis 32, with one direction (the pin to be engaged 17 side) position and another direction position of that rotation stroke being the engagement position and release position respectively. Each engaging member 31 is formed as a whole in a roughly chevron shape, with the bend section thereof penetrated by rotational axis 32, with the lower section of engaging member 31 formed in an L-shape or J-shape, the tip of which is claw section 31a for engaging with pin to be engaged 17, and with the upper section of engaging member 31 extending above air cylinder 18, in the tip of which is formed elongated hole 33, with this elongated hole 33 engaged in a freely sliding manner with fixed pin 34 which is fixed to piston 19 of air cylinder 18. By this, engaging member 31 is rotated between the engagement position and the release position by moving piston 19 of air cylinder 18 up/down. Spring 35 such as a torsion coil spring which is an elastic member for biasing engaging member 31 in the direction of the engagement position is provided on head holding section 11 close to each engaging member 31. Further, it is acceptable to provide the elastic member such as a spring for biasing engaging member 31 in the engagement position direction inside air cylinder 18.

Next, the following describes the usage method of the mounting head holding device of the above configuration. When attaching mounting head 12 to head holding section 11, together with moving head holding section 11 above mounting head 12 loaded in the mounting head exchange station of the component mounter, as shown in FIG. 11, piston 19 of air cylinder 18 is pushed down against the elastic force of spring 35 such that engaging member 31 is held in a state rotated to the release position. In this state, after lowering head holding section 11 to be facing mounting head 12, as shown in FIG. 9, claw section 31a of engaging member 31 is engaged with pin to be engaged 17 by raising piston 19 of air cylinder 18 and rotating engaging member 31 to the engagement position. By this, mounting head 12 becomes attached to head holding section 11.

Conversely, when detaching mounting head 12 from head holding section 11, after moving head holding section 11 above the mounting head exchange station and loading mounting head 12 held by head holding section 11 into the mounting head exchange station, as shown in FIG. 11, after piston 19 of air cylinder 18 is pushed down such that engaging member 31 is held in a state rotated to the release position against the elastic force of spring 35, head holding section 11 is raised. By this, mounting head 12 is detached from head holding section 11 and remains in the mounting head exchange station.

With embodiment 2 described above, when attaching/detaching mounting head 12 to/from head holding section 11, even if head holding section 11 is not rotated with respect to mounting head 12, if engaging member 31 of head holding section 11 is held in a state rotated to the release position, it is possible for engaging member 31 of head holding section 11 to pass by the side of pin to be engaged 17 of mounting head 12, and the attachability/detachability of mounting head 12 can be improved.

Further, mounting head 12 which is detachably held to head holding section 11 is not limited to being a rotary head, and may be a mounting head with only one large suction nozzle attached, or a mounting head with a chuck for grabbing components attached.

In addition, the present invention may be embodied with various changes that do not extend beyond the scope of the invention, such as changing the quantity of engaging members and members to be engaged, or changing the form of the engaging members and members to be engaged.

Symbol descriptions:

11: Head holding section; 12: Mounting head; 13: Engaging member; 13a: Claw section; 15: Connecting section; 16: Elongated hole; 17: Pin to be engaged (member to be engaged); 18: Air cylinder; 19: Piston; 21: Spring (elastic means); 31: Engaging member; 31a: Claw section; 32: Rotating axis; 33: Elongated hole; 34: Fixed pin; 35: Spring (elastic means)
Claims

1. A component mounter mounting head holding device for detachably holding a mounting head which mounts components to a circuit board to a head holding section of a component mounter, comprising: a member to be engaged provided on a connecting section for the head holding section of the mounting head; an engaging member provided on the head holding section which moves between an engagement position for holding the mounting head in which the engaging member is engaged with the member to be engaged and a release position in which the engaging member is separated from the member to be engaged; and an air cylinder provided on the head holding section which is the power source for moving the engaging member between the engagement position and the release position.

2. The component mounter mounting head holding device from Claim 1 characterized in that the engaging member is formed in an L-shape or J-shape which hooks from underneath and holds the member to be engaged.

3. The component mounter mounting head holding device from Claim 1 or Claim 2 characterized in that the engaging member is provided so that it is capable of being moved up and down with the configuration such that the uppermost position and lowermost position of that movement stroke are the engagement position and release position respectively; and when attaching the mounting head to the head holding section, together with holding the engaging member in the release position using the air cylinder and having the head holding section rotated to a position in which the engaging member can pass by the side of the member to be engaged, the head holding section is lowered so that it is face-to-face with the mounting head, and then, by raising the engaging member to the engagement position using the air cylinder after rotating the head holding section so that the lower section of the engaging member is below the member to be engaged, the engaging member is engaged with the member to be engaged thereby attaching the mounting head to the head holding section; and when detaching the mounting head from the head holding section, the head holding section is rotated to a position in which the engaging member can pass by the side of the member to be engaged after lowering the engaging member to the release position using the air cylinder, and then the mounting head is detached from the head holding section by raising the head holding section.

4. The component mounter mounting head holding device from Claim 1 or Claim 2 characterized in that the engaging member is provided so that it is capable of being rotated around a rotating axis with the configuration such that one direction position of that rotation stroke and another direction position thereof are the engagement position and release position respectively; and when attaching the mounting head to the head holding section, with the engaging member held in the release position using the air cylinder, the head holding section is lowered so that it is face-to-face with the mounting head, and then, the engaging member is engaged with the member to be engaged by rotating the engaging member to the engagement position using the air cylinder, thereby attaching the mounting head to the head holding section; and when detaching the mounting head from the head holding section, after having rotated the engaging member to the release position using the air cylinder, the mounting head is detached from the head holding section by raising the head holding section.

5. The component mounter mounting head holding device according to any of claims 1 to 4 characterized in that an elastic member for biasing the engaging member in the engagement position direction is provided on the head holding section.

6. The component mounter mounting head holding device according to any of claims 1 to 5 characterized in that the mounting head is a rotary head with multiple suction nozzles for picking up components arranged in a circumferential direction at predetermined intervals.
Engaging member in a state engaged with pin to be engaged
Engaging member in a state lowered to release position
Engaging member in a state engaged with pin to be engaged
Cross section C-C
Engaging member in a state rotated to pin to be engaged
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